Motor neurons are frequently overlooked as critical contributors to the programming of motor output except where they directly play a role in central pattern generators (CPGs). Leech heart motor neurons have been shown to contribute significant phase shifts to the rhythmic motor patterns they produce [1] [2] [3] , although the most important factor in pattern formation is the interaction of CPG output and synaptic weights from the CPG onto the motor neurons [3] . We seek to address the question of which neural parameters, in particular active conductances, are important for functional pattern formation, and how they influence it. We are well positioned to address this question, as we have a unique dataset comprising the complete leech heart motor neuron input pattern, output pattern, and synaptic weights for multiple ganglia in many individual animals. We have begun to exploit these data to develop more realistic Hodgkin-Huxley style biophysical models of the leech heart motor neurons by constraining models optimized by a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to fit this animal-specific data. In particular, we extended the single compartment Garcia model [1] to a multi-compartmental model and added a slow calcium and a calcium sensitive potassium channel, currents known to be present in the living motor neurons. Our model's dimensions are derived from reconstructions of fluorophore filled leech heart motor neurons in segments 8-12. Membrane currents were distributed according to experimental data and the result of hand tuning; e.g., the fast sodium current is only present in the axonal compartment. This base model was then parameterized such that the maximal conductances of the active currents present in each compartment, as well as the electrical coupling conductance between each pair of motor neurons, were allowed to vary as free parameters in our evolutionary algorithm. We then utilized our input-output data by delivering a particular input pattern (specific animal and motor neuron pair) to a model motor neuron and then comparing the resulting output with that recorded in the same animal. In this manner, we constrained our definition of an 'acceptable' model by the input/output pattern recorded in individual animalssuch a model must transform the input into the correct output within some reasonable error bound. To generate acceptable models we use a Multi Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) to create a population of models from which a subset achieves 'acceptable' status. In this framework, multiple independent fitness functions are evaluated separatelythe phase, duty cycle, spike height, slow-wave height, and within-burst inter-spike interval (ISI) for the two phases produced. The targets for these parameters are drawn from the same individual animal as the input/output data, and error bounds are based on the within-animal variability, although slightly widened for parameters such as ISI, slow-wave and spike height, as they vary greatly between animals (derived primarily from withinanimal experimental variability). Acceptable model simulation traces were all but indistinguishable from intracellular recordings from the living system, with the exception of measurement noise, even though they are constrained by a small number of functional parameters. In order to identify key parameters and relationships between synaptic weights and membrane conductances which are constrained by the functional requirements of the system, we will conduct a sensitivity analysis of the acceptable models and inspect the dimensional stacking [4] of acceptable and failed models. The identified conductances can then be perturbed in the living system either via dynamic clamp or pharmacological manipulation to validate the modeling results.
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